
KING CITY HIGHLANDS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

 

ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPE COMMITTEE 

 

APPLICATIONS MEETING 

 

FEBRUARY 13, 2019 

 

 

QUORUM PRESENT:  Connie Armstrong, Judy Baese Patrick 

Gaines, Gordon Keeney, Rob Mustard, Jim Peffers 

 

APPLICATION, LANDSCAPE:  Bill Chandler, 12793 SW Dickson, 

requests permission to remove street tree (roots are 

cracking driveway) and replace it with a Venus Dogwood.  

See minutes of February 6 ALC meeting.  Approved 

 

APPLICATION, ARCHITECTURAL:  PATRICIA CORDOVA, 12526 SW 

Overgaard, requests approval for replacement of the 

existing windows with new Milgard windows.  Approved, with 

the assumption the wood trim will be repainted in 

accordance with existing paint guidelines. 

 

OPEN APPLICATIONS: 

 

 Haustedt 

 

Poindexter 

 

Crandell 

 

DISCUSSION ITEMS: 

 

Discussion continued regarding damage to sidewalks and 

driveways caused by roots from the older street trees.  

Problems will be addressed on a case-by-case basis.  

Dealing with the tree-root problems will almost certainly 

be cheaper than having to replace part or all of driveways.   

Additional procedures will likely be articulated in the A&L 

Manual which is undergoing revision. 

 

Mr. Keeney met with King City Councilor Dave Platt 

regarding the permit required by King City for cutting down 

trees.  Mr. Platt will seek a waiver of the permit process 

for the Highlands.  That issue may have been addressed 

during the recent annexation. 

 



Mr. Keeney also recommended language to be incorporated 

into the revised Manual regarding street trees.  The 

recommendation clarifies the height and girth requirements.  

It also suggests a time frame between the cutting down and 

replacement of a street tree. 

 

Discussion continued from last week regarding the 2 Garry 

white oak trees near the Bexley pathway (Peffers/Bodyfelt 

and Mellott).  Due to the size of the trees, there is a 

potential for great liability to the HOA in the event of 

the trees falling and damaging adjacent homes and property.  

It appears that the Southern tree is an HOA tree; the 

Northern one is on private land.  It was suggested that the 

committee present the potential liability issue to the 

Board.  The Board may need to seek legal advice about the 

ownership of the trees and the HOA’s ultimate liability in 

case of a disaster. 

 

Judy Baese has contacted several vendors who may bid on 

placing a sign at the Dickson St entrance to the Highlands.  

Preliminarily, it was noted that to bring electricity to 

the site would cost thousands of dollars.  Solar lighting 

may be a reasonable alternative, or the sign may not be 

lighted at all.  The committee also touched on the 

possibility of an additional sign near 12918 SW Dickson St. 

so it is clear that the South side of Dickson is also a 

part of the Highlands. 

 

Because of the complications and expenses, the project 

involved in the Dickson St. signage may be moved to a 3rd 

quarter project. 

 

10:30 – 11:40 a.m. 


